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Abstract. The aim of this work is to describe a procedure for the par-

tial evaluation of functional logic languages based on rewriting. In this
work, we will use the Escher language as an example of a (concurrent)
functional logic language which has rewriting as its computational mechanism. Partial evaluation is a program transformation technique which,
by performing some computation and abstraction at compile time generates a specialised version of the program. We present an algorithm for
the partial evaluation of Escher programs. The algorithm incorporates
techniques from the partial evaluation of logic programs and positive
supercompliation. We discuss the correctness and termination of the algorithm. Examples of the performance of the algorithm are presented.
Finally, we compare our algorithm with the current partial evaluation
procedures for narrowing functional-logic languages and traditional logic
languages.

1 Introduction
We will explore the partial evaluation of functional logic languages with rewriting
as their computational mechanism, design an algorithm which handles the unique
terms which can arise, and extend a termination algorithm for global and local
control of the procedure. The Escher functional logic language has been chosen
as an example of one of these languages to use in this work. Escher combines of
the best aspects of functional and logic programming with concurrency. It uses
a rewriting simpli cation technique (which is not narrowing) to evaluate terms
which can contain partially instantiated terms or higher-order functions. Escher
computes the normal form of an expression by matching its subterms with an
instantiated schema statement from the program. Because of its ability to handle
the evaluation of non-ground terms, Escher di ers from functional languages, and
its lack of substitution sets it apart from logic programming languages.
Partial evaluation is a program transformation technique which optimises
programs by performing some of the computation at compile-time. Therefore,
given some (not all) of the input data and a program, a partial evaluator, which
is a meta-program, will compute a specialised version of the original program,
called a residual program. Given the rest of the input data, the residual program
should compute the same answers as the original program run with the entire
set of input data.

Futamura rst introduced partial evaluation as an optimisation in [Fut71].
Since then, partial evaluation techniques have been developed for functional,
logic, and some imperative languages [JGS93]. Using partial evaluators in declarative languages, compilers and compiler generators have been automatically generated. Furthermore, specialising an interpreter with respect to an object program has resulted in a meta-program which interprets a class of object programs.
Partial evaluators which are self-applicable can specialise themselves with respect
to an interpreter to generate a compiler.
Traditional partial evaluation in functional programming is based on pattern
matching and constant-based information propagation; this was shown to be less
powerful than partial evaluation in logic programming (called partial deduction)
[SGJ94]. Partial evaluation in logic programming uses uni cation to propagate
constant values in addition to further information about the partial input. In general, for a normal logic program and a set of atoms, a ( nite) partial SLD-tree is
constructed and the specialised de nitions for the predicates are extracted from
the tree [LS91, BL89]. This technique recently has been modi ed so conjunctions
of predicates can be specialised with respect to each other [LSdW96, GJMS96].
This leads to extra specialisation, since dependencies between the predicates can
be accounted for, and intermediate data structures can be optimised away. Another transformation technique called positive supercompilation has adopted the
uni cation-based information propagation procedure for the partial evaluation of
functional programs [GS96]. The technique resembles that of partial deduction:
a partial process tree is generated using driving and generalisation from which
a program is extracted. It has been shown that this technique is equivalent to
the partial evaluation of logic languages [GS94], that is, it is more perfect in its
specialisation than partial evaluation of functional languages.
A partial evaluation procedure for the specialisation of functional logic programs based on narrowing has been presented in [AFV96]. Narrowing is the
mechanism for evaluating non-ground terms by using rewrite rules. The free variables in arguments are instantiated via substitutions so that one of the rewrite
rules of a program can apply. An overview of narrowing can be found in [Han94].
Alpuente et al. [AFV96] present a general algorithm for the partial evaluation of
narrowing functional logic programs and prove the correctness and termination
of the algorithm. Their procedure shares the framework of partial evaluation of
logic programs; however, changes in the algorithm were necessary to account
for the nested functions of functional logic languages. A generalisation scheme
similar to the one of positive supercompilation guarantees termination of the
algorithm.
In the following paper, we will describe a partial evaluation technique for
rewriting functional logic languages, in particular, the Escher language. The
technique will use uni cation-based propagation in order to achieve greater specialisation than is possible in the Escher language. For the control of the algorithm, we will extend recent work in generalisation from positive supercompilation [SG95] and global control of partial deduction [MG95]. The algorithm will
also concentrate on dead code elimination. We omit details of pre-processing

renaming and static analysis; the following algorithm is intended only to be a
basis for the partial evaluation of these languages.

Outline of Paper
In the next section, we will give a brief introduction to the Escher language.
We will then describe a basic algorithm for the partial evaluation of Escher programs in Section 3 and show an example. A re nement of the basic algorithm is
presented in Section 4. We will discuss local and global control of the re ned algorithm in Section 5. The correctness of this procedure will be discussed in Section
6 and further examples of the performance of the re ned algorithm are available
in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 will include a discussion of the di erences between
our algorithm and those for the partial evaluation of narrowing functional-logic
languages [AFV96] and other partial evaluation techniques, such as supercompilation [GS96] and conjunctive partial evaluation [LSdW96, GJMS96].

2 Background
2.1 The Escher Language
Escher is a higher-order, typed functional logic language which is based on
Church's simple theory of types [Llo95]. Escher uses rewriting as its computational mechanism. Rewriting di ers from reduction and narrowing; reduction
is an operational mechanism for evaluating ground expressions and those nonground expressions which can be represented by non-ground terms, while narrowing operates on non-ground expressions as well, by nding the substitutions
which make the expressions true [Red89, Han94].
Using rewriting, Escher can compute with partially instantiated terms without the need for substitutions or proof-based computations. This di ers from
narrowing, which uses substitutions to instantiate variables in the non-ground
expression, and conditional narrowing, in which conditions have to be proved
by narrowing [Han94]. All de nitions in the Escher language are written as a
set of schema statements. Each schema statement is the shorthand notation for
the (in nite) set of all corresponding ground statements. The variables in an
Escher schema statement are not variables at the object level, but are syntactic
variables that stand for any ground term which can replace that variable. Because the variables are not in the object language, traditional bindings cannot
be formed, and therefore, substitution does not apply in Escher.
As an example of the computation mechanism of the language, the following
Escher statement from [Llo95] de nes a function for splitting lists. This function
is written with the intention that the rst argument will be a list at the time
that this function is called.
Example 1. Splitting a list in Escher.

Split([], x, y) =>
x = [] & y = [].
Split([x | y], v, w) =>
(v = [] & w = [x | y]) \/
SOME [z] (v = [x | z] & Split(y, z, w)).

The term Split([1,2],

v, w)

will simplify to the boolean term

(v = [] & w = [1,2]) \/ (v = [1] & w = [2]) \/ (v = [1,2] & w = []).

The necessity of the rst argument for the Split function to be a list constructor in order to satisfy the intended interpretation is explicitly noted in
Escher by mode declarations. Implicitly, all instances of the schema statements
for Split will have a list constructor as the outermost function of the rst argument; therefore, no terms with, say, a variable in the rst argument will match
any instantiation of Split.
We will now de ne some of the key concepts behind Escher computations
which will aid in our presentation of the algorithms. Some of the following de nitions are taken from [Llo95].
From now on, the identi ers \terms" and \programs" refer to Escher terms
and programs unless noted otherwise. In the following, R; S; T will denote terms,
B; Bi denote terms (or sets of terms) in the body of a schema statement, si , ti
denote terms as arguments, F; G; H denote functions, and (syntactic and object
level) variables are represented by the lowercase x; y; z . Terms are identical if
they are modulo variable renaming, unless noted otherwise.
A function in Escher can either be free or de ned. A de ned function is
one with an explicit de nition and an associated equality theory given by the
de nition. On the other hand, a free function (including constructor and constant
functions) are those which have the Clark equality theory of syntactic identity
as their \de nition".

De nition 1. A pattern is a term of the form F (t1; : : : ; tn), where F is a free
function.

As noted in the last section, an Escher program is a set of de nitions, and
a de nition is a set of schema statements. An individual schema statement is
an abbreviation for the (in nite) set of ground instances of the statement. A
schema statement has the form H ) B , where the head of the statement, H ,
and the body B are arbitrary terms.

De nition 2. A redex r of a term t is a selectable subterm of t such that r is
identical to the head of some instance of a schema statement.

Let T [r]p represent a term containing a redex r at position p with surrounding
term T .

De nition 3. A term is in Escher normal form if it does not contain a redex.

The selection rule for the Escher language constructs the set of redexes of a
term and selects the outermost ones. The Escher selection rule is invariant under
renaming of bound variables. A term S is obtained from a term T = T 0[r]p by
a computation step if r is identical to the head H of some instance H ) B of a
schema statement and S is the term obtained from T by replacing r by B .
De nition 4. A computation from a term T is a sequence fTigni=1 of terms such
that the following conditions are satis ed.
1. T = T1 .
2. Ti+1 is obtained from Ti by a computation step, for i = 1; : : : ; n , 1.
3. Tn is in Escher normal form.
The term T1 is called the goal of the computation and Tn is called the answer.
Let a partial computation be a computation whose last term (Tn ) may or
may not contain a redex. It is important to note that a computation may end
with a term which contains user-de ned functions.

3 Algorithm for Partial Evaluation in Escher
3.1 Preliminary Concepts

We begin with a few de nitions that will be employed in our presentation of the
algorithm for the partial evaluation of Escher programs. In general, the following
de nitions are not part of the Escher language.
Let V be the set of variables and patterns. Let FV (T ) be the set of free
variables in a term T . Given a set of equations, A, rhs(A) is the set of terms in
the bodies of the equations: rhs(A) = fRj j Lj ) Rj 2 Ag. The de nition Def GP
of a k-ary function G in a program P is the set of statements in P with head
G(t1 ; : : : ; tk ).
A standard term is a term with a user-de ned function as the outermost
function.
De nition 5. For a program P , a term T is a standard
term if T = F (s1 ; : : : ; sn )
and F is an n-ary user-de ned function, i.e. 9 Def FP .
We de ne a shorthand notation for describing the result of an Escher computation.
De nition 6. ): Let T1 ) Tn represent the equation resulting from the
Escher computation fTigni=1 .
This di ers from T1 ) Tn which usually means that Tn is reached from T1
by arbitrarily many computation steps, but Tn may not be in Escher normal
form.
Clearly, ) is not guaranteed to terminate. However, for an arbitrary term T
and program P , if the computation of T in P terminates, there exists a statement
T ) Tn where Tn is the last term of the computation sequence. We will discuss
this further in Section 5.

De nition 7. subs(T): The set of standard sub-functions subs(T) of an arbitrary term T is the set of terms S where S 2 S if S is a subterm of T , S is a
standard term, and there exists no S 0 such that S is a subterm of S 0 in T and
S 0 is a standard term.
Therefore, the function subs(T) extracts the outermost standard terms from
the arbitrary term T .
Example 2. subs((F(G(x),H(z)) & H(w)) = fF(G(x),H(z)), H(w)g, where F,
G, and H are user-de ned functions in an Escher program.

3.2 Basic Algorithm
We will now describe the procedure for partially evaluating Escher programs. The
following function, specialise(T,P), returns a specialised de nition for a term T
wrt a program P . It allows for more information propagation than matching
since it allows for subterms in the left hand side of the schema statement to be
passed to the term via uni cation.

De nition 8. specialise(T,P): Let T be a term and P be a program. Let

restart (T; P ) = S be a subterm of T . Let F be the outermost function of S .
Then, specialise(T,P) is the set of specialised statements:
specialise (T; P ) = fTi ) Ej j Li ) Ri 2 Def FP & i = dS; Li e =
6 fail
& Ti ) Ej g

If there is no such S in T , specialise (T; P ) = ;.
To generate the substitution for the specialise function, take the most general
instance of the schema statement such that the left hand side uni es with the
term in question. The expression da; be denotes the idempotent most general
uni er of a and b if it exists; otherwise, it equals fail.
In the above function, the function restart (T; P ) is used to nd the standard
subterm S to restart the partial evaluation; this function can be set to return any
subterm of the standard term T , but in this case, we will de ne restart (T ; P )
as follows.

De nition 9. restart(T,P): For a term T and a program P , F (t1; : : : ; tn) =
restart(T,P) is the leftmost outermost standard subterm such that there is at
least one Li in Def FP such that dS; Li e 6= fail .
Special cases:
{ restart(T,P) = restart(b,P), if T = IF [SOME vars] b THEN S1 ELSE S2, and
{ restart(T,P) = restart(S1,P), if T = S1 >> S2 or S1 >>> S2

De nition 10. Algorithm 1
Input: an Escher program P and an arbitrary term T.
Output: a Escher program P 0 which is the partial evaluation of P wrt T, and
a set of terms B .
Initialisation:
P0 := P [ fAns(x1 : : : xn ) ) T g; where FV (T ) = (x1 : : : xn );
B0 := ;;
Q0 := ;;
B1 := fAns(x1 : : : xn )g;
i := 1;

repeat S
Ai = fspecialise (S; P0 ) j S 2 (Bi nBi,1 )g;
Qi = Ai [ Qi,1 ;
Bi+1 = (Bi [ subs (rhs (Ai ))) ;
i = i + 1;
until Bi = Bi,1 (modulo variable renaming)
return B = Bi ;

P 0 := the program obtained from the set of statements of Qi,1 .
The operator is intended to generalise the set Bi in order to control recursive unfolding. Control of the partial evaluation procedure will be discussed in
Section 5.
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Fig. 1. A graphical description of Algorithm 1.

A graphical description of this procedure is shown in Figure 1. In this gure,
the standard Escher computation of T to Tn is represented as a linear path.
The computation suspends at Tn. The set of outermost standard subterms of
Tn, represented as fS1; : : : ; Sm g, is found by means of the subs function. Following the algorithm, specialise is called with each of these standard subterms.
In this example, S1 and Sm both have subterms which unify with the left hand
side of only one schema statement; the subterm in S2 uni es with two schema
statements in its de nition. The following statements are added to the set Q:

{
{

T => T n
S ik => Tk for

1  i  m, 1  k  j .

Example 3. We have omitted the headings of the programs in these examples to
conserve space; for examples of the full syntax of Escher programs, see [Llo95].
Consider an Escher program P with one function which computes the concatenation of two lists. The de nition of Concat in P is:
FUNCTION Concat : List(a) * List(a) -> List(a).
MODE
Concat(?, _).
Concat([], x) =>
x.
Concat([u | x], y) =>
[u | Concat(x, y)].

We partially evaluate P wrt to the term T

= Concat(Concat(x, y), z).

B_0 = {};
Q_0 = {};
B_1 = {Ans(x,y,z)};
A_1 = {Ans(x,y,z) => Concat(Concat(x, y), z).};
Q_1 = A_1;
B_2 = {Ans(x,y,z), Concat(Concat(x, y), z)};

Following the algorithm, specialise uses the subterm S = Concat(x, y) since S
uni es with both heads of the schema statements in the de nition of Concat.
A_2 = {Concat(Concat([], y), z) => Concat(y, z).
Concat(Concat([u | x], y),z) => [u | Concat(Concat(x, y), z)].};
Q_2 = A_2 \/ Q_1;
B_3 = ({Ans(x,y,z), Concat(Concat(x, y), z)} \/ {Concat(y, z),
Concat(Concat(x, y), z)})^alpha
= {Ans(x,y,z), Concat(Concat(x, y), z), Concat(y, z)};
A_3 = {Concat([], x) => x., Concat([u | x], y) => [u | Concat(x, y)].};
Q_3 = A_3 \/ Q_2;
B_4 = B_3 \/ {Concat(x, y)}^alpha
= {Ans(x,y,z), Concat(Concat(x, y), z), Concat(y, z)}
= B_3;

This computation returns the following specialised de nition for Concat, which
incorporates the nested Concat function. After renaming, we obtain an optimised
program. The algorithm has performed well to identify the dependencies between
the nested function and the outermost function.
Concat(Concat([], y), z) =>
Concat(y, z).
Concat(Concat([u | x], y), z) =>
[u | Concat(Concat(x, y), z)].

Concat([], x) =>
x.
Concat([u | x], y) =>
[u | Concat(x, y)].

4 Re nement of the Algorithm
The basic algorithm is the backbone of the partial evaluation procedure, but
there are two main improvements we can make at this time to achieve greater
specialisation of Escher terms.
Although the algorithm specialises the nested Concat(Concat(x, y), z)
term as shown in the previous section, it does not identify interrelationships
between the variables of standard terms across boolean operators. For example,
appending three lists in Escher could be achieved by the term Append(x, y,
t) & Append(t, z, w), with Append de ned as in logic languages 1 . The rened algorithm presented in this section takes these cases into account in a way
inspired by the recent work in conjunctive partial evaluation [LSdW96].
Secondly, to obtain greater polyvariance, we change the Bi sets of the previous algorithms to trees, similar to the m-tree approach of Martens and Gallagher
[MG95].
We combine the notation of [GJMS96] and [MG95] to de ne the m-trees.

De nition 11. A m-tree  is a labelled tree where nodes can either be marked
or unmarked. A node N is labelled with a term TN . For a branch of the tree,
N is the set of labels of and for a leaf L of a tree, L is the unique branch
containing L.

De nition 12. extend (; P ) Given a m-tree  and program P , extend (; P ) is:
8 unmarked leaf nodes L 2 i (
Ai = specialise (TL; P0 );
mark L in ;
8B 2 rhs (Ai )( add a leaf L0 to branch L with TL = B ));
0

1

Obviously, concatenating three lists could be done eciently using nested functions,
such as w = Concat(Concat(x, y), z); nevertheless, a functional logic language
leaves open the possibility of the above example.

De nition 13. Algorithm 2
Input: an Escher program P and an arbitrary term T.
Output: a Escher program P 0 which is the partial evaluation of P wrt T, and
a m-tree of terms .
Initialisation:
P0 := P [ fAns(x1 : : : xn ) ) T g; where FV (T ) = (x1 : : : xn );
0 := the tree containing one node labelled Ans(x1 ; : : : ; xn );
i := 0;

repeat

i+1 = (extend (i ; P0 )) ;
i = i + 1;
until i = i,1
return i ;
P 0 := the program obtained from extracting the set of statements of i .
The extend function adds leaves to the m-tree, so that the closedness of
the algorithm can be ensured. The tree is generalised by the operator in the
algorithm, which we will de ne in Section 5. The residual program is extracted
from the nal tree i in the manner described in [SG95].
T
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Fig. 2. A graphical description of a computation in Algorithm 2.
Using entire terms in the algorithm simpli es the computation; a description
of a computation is shown in Figure 2. The standard Escher computation ends
at Tn. The leftmost outermost redex of one of the subterms of Tn is chosen; call

this redex S . The de nition of S in P contains two schema statements: Li ) Ri
for i = 1; 2. These statements are employed in the call to specialise(T n, P),
after which we obtain the statements
{ T ni => T n i for i = 1; 2.

5 Termination of the Algorithm
Termination of )

As noted in Section 3, the operator ) as it is de ned is not guaranteed to
terminate. However, with the addition of an ordering on terms, we can de ne
) to generate nite Escher computations.
The strict homeomorphic embedding relation, , [SG95, LM95, GJMS96],
orders the terms in such a way. For two terms S1 and S2 , S1  S2 indicates that
S2 is a strict instance of S1 .

De nition 14. strict homeomorphic embedding
{ For variables x; y, x  y.
{ For terms S; F (t1; : : : ; tn), S  F (t1; : : : ; tn) if S  ti for some i.
{ For terms F (s1; : : : ; sn); F (t1; : : : ; tn), F (s1; : : : ; sn)  F (t1 ; : : : ; tn) if si  ti
for all i and F (t1 ; : : : ; tn ) 6 F (s1 ; : : : ; sn ).
De nition 15. Given a partial computation fTigmi=1 , the set of selectable redexes, Li , is de ned on the length of the computation:
{ For m = 1, Lm is the set of outermost redexes of T1.
{ For m > 1,

Lm = fR j R is an outermost redex of Tm & 6 9R0 2 Lj (R0  S )g
where 1  j < m.

A selectable computation step incorporates the selectable redexes into the
computation.

De nition 16. A term S is obtained from a term Tj by a selectable computation

step if the following are satis ed:
1. The set of selectable redexes of Tj , Lj , is a non-empty set.
2. For each , the selectable redex R 2 Lj is identical to the head H of some
instance H ) B of a statement schema.
3. S is the term obtained from Tj by replacing, for each , the selectable redex
R by B .

We can now rede ne our ) operator. A selectable computation fT gni=1 is a
sequence of terms obtained using the selectable computation steps where Ln = ;.

De nition 17. ): Given a selectable computation fT gni=1, T1 ) Tn.
By Kruskal's Theorem, this is a nite sequence. Therefore, the Escher computation sequences will be nite. This is not much of a restriction for the Escher
computations, since the language is de ned in such a way that most of the time
the computations will stop if a necessary term is not instantiated suciently. The
abstraction operator is more important for the termination of the algorithm, as
this ensures the computation is not restarted with specialise having the same or
growing terms as arguments each time.

The Abstraction Operator,

In order to guarantee coveredness for the functions of the specialised de nitions,
yet ensuring termination of the partial evaluation procedure, the abstraction
operator of the m-tree of the algorithm occasionally must generalise the bodies
of the specialised de nitions before they are added to the tree. The abstraction
operator we will use in this work is one which does not add a leaf L with label
TL to a tree  if there exists a label S in N and S  TL. The leaf is either
generalised or folded back into the global tree. This method has been previously
described in [SG95, MG95]. The most speci c generalisation bS; T c is used in
order to guarantee termination of this generalisation step, since there exists the
wfo > such that S; TL > bS; TLc.
The de nitions of instance, generalisation, and msg are included for completeness here; the original de nitions can be found in [SG95, GS96].
De nition 18. For terms T; T1; T2, an instance of T is a term T where  is a
substitution. A generalisation of T1 and T2 is a triple (T; 1 ; 2 ) where 1 ; 2 are
substitutions and T1 = T1 and T2 = T2 . Finally, a most speci c generalisation
(msg) of T1 and T2 is a generalisation (T; 1 ; 2 ) of T1 and T2 such that for every
generalisation (T 0 ; 10 ; 20 ) of T1 and T2, T is an instance of T 0 .
Now, we can de ne the abstraction operator. It has two functions: generalisation and folding. We use folding and generalisation nodes [SG95] for the
m-tree to indicate where the operations occurred. These nodes are represented
by the functions F (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) and G(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) for folding and generalisation
respectively. F (x1 ; : : : ; xn ) has n children which are the terms of the substitution
of the recursive function. The folding node also has a dashed line linking it to a
previous node. G(x1 ; : : : ; xn ) has n + 1 children: the generalised term T of the
msg and the terms of the substitution t1 ; : : : ; tn . These functions are not de ned
in P and have no e ect on the ordering of the m-tree.
De nition 19.  : For a m-tree  containing branch with added leaf L with
label TL , a term,  is:
{ if there exists an TL 2 N on leaf L0(6= L) such that TL  = TL and
 = fx1 = t1 ; : : : ; xm = tm g, then fold the tree in the following manner.
Replace the label of L with F (x1 ; : : : ; xm ), draw a dashed line to L0 , and
add leaves with labels t1 ; : : : ; tm to branch .
L

0

0

{ if there exists an TL 2 N on leaf L0(6= L) such that TL  TL, then let
bT; TL c = (T; 1 ; 2 ) where 1 = fx1 = t1 ; : : : ; xm = tm g and generalise the
0

0

0

tree in the following manner:
 if T is not a variable:
 delete the branch from after L0 to L, including folds in the tree,
 replace the label of L0 with G(x1 ; : : : ; xm ), and
 add leaves with labels T; t1; : : : ; tm to branch .
 if T is a variable:
 split the term TL = F (t1 ; : : : tn ) into n + 1 terms:
F (y1 ; : : : yn ); t1 ; : : : tn where y1 ; : : : ; yn do not occur in TL.
 replace the label of L with G(x1 ; : : : ; xn ), and
 add leaves with labels F (x1 ; : : : xn ); t1 ; : : : ; tn to branch .
{ if T is either ITE (t1; t2; t3), ISTE (v; t1; t2 ; t3), t1 >> t2, or t1 >>> t2,
and there does not exist a subterm S such that restart (t1 ; P ) = S , add
three leaves to , labelled t1 ; t2 ; and t3 , or two leaves, labelled t1 and t2 ,
respectively.
{ if T is a pattern F (t1 ; : : : tn ), add leaves to , labelled t1; : : : ; tn.
{  otherwise.

6 Correctness of the Procedure
The correctness of the partial evaluation algorithm for Escher follows.

De nition 20. The partial evaluation of a program P wrt a term T is spe. The partial evaluation of program P wrt a set of terms W is
Scialise(T,P)
fspecialise (T ; P ) j T 2 Wg.
In order to prove the correctness of this algorithm, we must rst give an
amended closedness condition.

De nition 21. W-closed: Let W be a nite set of terms. Let R be a set of
terms. Then, B is W-closed if, for all terms S 2 subs (B ), 9W 2 subs (W) such
that W = S and the set of terms of  is W-closed.
In the above de nition, subs (R) is shorthand notation for the set resulting
after applying subs to each member of the set of terms R. For a program P =
fL1 ) R1 ; : : : ; Ln ) Rn g, P is W-closed if fL1; R1 ; : : : ; Ln ; Rn g is W-closed.
The following theorem guarantees the soundness of this procedure.

Theorem 22. Let P be an Escher program and W an set of arbitrary terms.
Let P 0 be the partial evaluation of P wrt W. Let T be a term such that T 2 W
and  be a substitution such that the set of terms of  is W-closed. Let TnP be
the result of the computation of T in P . Then, if P 0 is W-closed, the result of
the computation of T in P 0 , TnP , is equivalent to TnP (modulo renaming).
0

A sketch of the proof is as follows: given a computation sequence C = (T =
T1 ; T2; : : : ; Tn) in P 0 , construct a corresponding sequence in P with the following
translations. If the computation step Tj to Tj+1 ; 1  j  n , 1 is obtained using
the statement Li ) Ri in P 0 and Tj = Li , then one of the following holds:
{ If Li ) Ri in P 0 is obtained during the partial evaluation by the standard
Escher computation Li = S1 ; S2 ; : : : ; Sn = Ri , insert S2 ; : : : ; Sn,1  into
the computation sequence C.
{ If Li ) Ri in P 0 is obtained by
specialise(T 0 ; P ) with Li = T 0, restart (T 0; P ) = S 0 and  = dS 0 ; LS e for
some L0S ) RS0 in the de nition of S 0 , then insert T 0; S2 ; : : : ; Sn,1 
into the computation sequence C, where S2 ; : : : ; Sn,1 indicates the standard

Escher computation from T 0 to Ri .
Similar translations exist for the generalisation and folding operations of the
abstraction operator. The idea behind the proof can be seen in the following
computation sequences for Example 2 of Section 3; the specialised computation
follows the original computation, with unnecessary computation steps removed.
Example 4. Given the term T = Concat(Concat([1, 2], [3]), z), the two
computation sequences for T in P and P 0 are respectively:
Concat(Concat([1,2],[3]),z) =>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>
=>

Concat([1 | Concat([2], [3])], z)
[1 | Concat(Concat([2], [3]), z)]
[1 | Concat([2 | Concat([], [3])], z)]
[1, 2 | Concat(Concat([], [3]), z)]
[1, 2 | Concat([3], z)]
[1, 2, 3 | Concat([], z)]
[1, 2, 3 | z]

Concat(Concat([1,2],[3]),z) =>
=>
=>
=>
=>

[1 | Concat(Concat([2], [3]), z)]
[1, 2 | Concat(Concat([], [3]), z)]
[1, 2 | Concat([3], z)]
[1, 2, 3 | Concat([], z)]
[1, 2, 3 | z]

It is obvious from the generation of the residual program that the following
lemma holds.
Lemma23. Let P be an Escher program and W a set of arbitrary terms. Let P 0
be the partial evaluation of P wrt W. For any T 2 W, if there is no computation
step from T in P 0 , then there is no computation step from T in P .

7 Examples

Specialisation of Higher Order Functions

This example presents a partial evaluation involving higher-order functions. The
following program includes a de nition of the Map predicate.

MODULE

Relational.

IMPORT

Lists.

CONSTRUCT Person/0.
FUNCTION

Bob, John : One -> Person.

FUNCTION Age : Person * Integer -> Boolean.
Age(x,y) =>
(x=Bob & y=24) \/ (x=John & y=7).
FUNCTION MapPred : (a * b -> Boolean) * List(a) * List(b) -> Boolean.
MODE
MapPred(_, ?, _).
MapPred(p, [], z) =>
z = [].
MapPred(p, [x | xs], z) =>
SOME [y,ys] (p(x, y) & MapPred(p, xs, ys) & z = [y | ys]).

Partially evaluating this program wrt to the term
T = MapPred(Age, x, z).

leads to the following specialised de nitions:
MapPred(Age, x, z) =>
F1(x, z).
F1([], z) =>
z = [].
F1([y | w], z) =>
SOME [ys1] ((y = Bob) & F1(w, ws1) & z = [24 | ws1]) \/
SOME [ys1] ((y = John) & F1(w, ws1) & z = [7 | ws1]).

Partial Evaluation of a Pattern Matcher
The next example is intended to give an indication of the performance of the
algorithm. This compares the algorithm to others via the Knuth-Morris-Pratt
pattern matching program.
Example 5. The following section of program P is a general, tail-recursive pattern
matcher.

FUNCTION Match : List(a) * List(a) -> Boolean.
MODE
Match(_, _).
Match(p, s) =>
Loop(p, s, p, s).
FUNCTION Loop : List(a) * List(a) * List(a) * List(a) -> Boolean.
MODE
Loop(?, ?, _, _).
Loop([], [], op, os) =>
True.
Loop([], [s | ss], op, os) =>
True.
Loop([p | pp], [], op, os) =>
False.
Loop([p | pp], [s | ss], op, os) =>
IF
p = s
THEN Loop(pp, ss, op, os)
ELSE Next(op, os).
FUNCTION Next : List(a) * List(a) -> Boolean.
MODE
Next(_, ?).
Next(op, []) =>
False.
Next(op, [s | ss]) =>
Loop(op, ss, op, ss).

We partially evaluate the above program with respect to the term
T = Match([A, A, B], x)

in order to perform the Knuth Morris Pratt (KMP) test. Where the general
tail-recursive matcher above will perform the computation in O(jpjjsj) time, a
residual program is a KMP style pattern matcher if it is a O(jsj) time program
[JGS93]. A comparison of the techniques for partial evaluation with respect to
this test is available in [SGJ94].
After execution of the partial evaluation of the above program wrt to T (assuming
post-unfolding), the residual program is:
Ans(x) =>
F_1(x).
Loop_AAB([]) => False.
Loop_AAB([s | ss]) =>
IF
s = A
THEN Loop_AB(ss, s)
ELSE Loop_AAB(ss).
Loop_AB([], s) =>

False.

Loop_AB([s1 | ss1], s) =>
IF
s1 = A
THEN Loop_B(ss1, s, s1)
ELSE Loop_AAB([s1 | ss1]).
Loop_B([], s, s1) => False.
Loop_B([s2 | ss2], s, s') =>
IF
s2 = B
THEN Loop_Nil(ss2, s, s1, s2)
ELSE Loop_AAB([s1, s2 | ss2]).
Loop_Nil([], s, s1, s2) => True.
Loop_Nil([s3 | ss3], s, s1, s2) =>

True.

We obtain an equivalent level of specialisation as deforestation techniques, although our technique specialises away the Next function of the program. Because our algorithm does not employ positive driving, we do not obtain the
almost KMP-style pattern matcher that a technique like positive supercompilation would generate [SGJ94]; the specialised pattern matcher still has to call
Loop AAB with the partial string every time a match fails.

8 Discussion
The rst algorithm for partial evaluation of a functional logic language based
on narrowing was presented in [AFV96]. This algorithm shares the framework
of partial deduction as formalised by Lloyd and Shepherdson [LS91]. For a functional logic program R and a goal y = s where s is a term and y is a variable not
contained in s, a nite narrowing tree  is constructed. Then, the non-failing
leaves of  are collected and the resultants are formed. The set of resultants is
the partial evaluation of s in R (using ). A revised version of the closedness
condition incorporates the possibility of nested functions in functional logic languages. The work is based on computing partial narrowing trees for the terms of
the partial evaluation. Homeomorphic embedding is used in this work to ensure
local termination of the algorithm.
Because of the close relationship between the languages, our algorithm shares
many characteristics with this work. Because of the nested functions, the closedness condition must recurse over the term. The approach to global control of the
algorithms are similar, both extracted from positive supercompilation. However,
their algorithm considers only atoms, much like our basic algorithm. Therefore,
they cannot achieve the level of specialisation we obtain by specialising the entire
term.
The actual algorithm for the partial evaluation of Escher programs is generic
wrt the selection rule for Escher, the ) operator, and the abstraction operator. The backbone of the algorithm is based on Gallagher's Basic Algorithm for
the specialisation of logic programs.

Our procedure achieves the elimination of intermediate data structures and
increased specialisation across boolean terms with interrelationships between
variables by specialising the entire term. Therefore, when partially evaluating
some function calls, we obtain further specialisation than current algorithms for
the partial evaluation of functional logic languages.
We have not reached the same level of specialisation as positive supercompilation [SGJ94], since we have not incorporated all of the propagation of information
performed by driving [GS96]. Positive driving uses uni cation-based propagation
over conditionals; this advantage could not be added to our algorithm at this
time because of restrictions in the rewriting mechanism. However, current work
on the partial evaluation procedure includes incorporating constraints for storing
the conditions of IF-THEN-ELSE statements. In this way, positive and negative
driving will be available by means of constraint-based propagation; therefore,
greater specialisation may be achieved. Furthermore, the constraint solving may
be able to occur in the Escher language, by means of constraint handling rules
[Fru94]. At the moment, the specialisation which results from this procedure is
comparable with that of deforestation [SGJ94].
The uni cation-based information propagation of our procedure allows for
more specialisation than constant-based partial evaluation of functional programs. As described in [JGS93], binding time improvements are necessary to
introduce to the original functional program in order to achieve noticeable specialisation of the Match program, when traditional partial evaluation techniques
are used.
In addition to work in constraint-based propagation of information, future
work includes using recent work in characteristic trees [GB91] and generalisation algorithms [MG95, GS96] to guarantee termination of the algorithm while
providing a suitable level of polyvariance. The current version of the -operator
uses techniques similar to the generalisation step of the positive supercompiler;
the use of trace terms [GL96] may allow an elegant application of the results of
[Leu95].

9 Conclusion
Escher is a new functional logic language which incorporates the best aspects
of functional and logic languages into a declarative language with concurrency.
Similarly, for the de nition of the procedure of the partial evaluation of Escher
programs, we have incorporated some of the recent work in program specialisation. We have presented and re ned a partial evaluation algorithm for the Escher
language. The global and local control issues have been addressed using homeomorphic embedding, and the soundness of the algorithm has been discussed.
The algorithm optimises away intermediate data structures, but not yet able to
propagate information through a conditional term as in positive driving.
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